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Outline of  presentation

E i l k• Economic outlook

• Attractions of  the Eurozone

• Troubles in the Eurozone

• Reform of  the Eurozone

• Reform of  Maastricht criteria

• More or less Europe?
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Economic Outlook in mid-2010

• Global recovery still building momentum

• Europe growing slowly and hesitantly
– Sovereign debt concerns overshadow outlook

– Financial sector still weak 

– Weak euro helping to support demand

– Fiscal tightening could depress growth– Fiscal tightening could depress growth

– Easy monetary conditions

• CE-3 recovering at different speeds

New EU Members’ view of  Eurozone
Pros

• M t i ht it i li ti t• Maastricht criteria as policy motivator

• Zone a haven in crisis 
– Assured liquidity

– Low interest rates, including for governments

• Multi-currency Europe would have worsenedMulti-currency Europe would have worsened 
crisis
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New EU Members’ view of  Eurozone
Cons

• Countries with large imbalances hit in any case

• Fixed exchange rate made adjustment more 
painful

€ € € € € € €

Before Greek crisis, membership largely viewed as 
positive

Trouble in the zone

• SGP neither well designed nor enforced• SGP neither well-designed nor enforced
– Booms in the periphery were unaddressed

– Growing imbalances between savers and borrowers

– Fiscal windfall of  lower interest rates spent

– Discipline to lower debt and contain deficits poor

• Cross-border financial intermediation not robust

• Structural reform to promote growth neglected
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Policy Prescription for the Eurozone

• Establish fiscal sustainability

S h• Spur growth

• Accelerate restructuring of  the financial 
system

• Strengthen economic governance of  EMU 

• Complete EU financial stability 
architecture

Source: Concluding Statement of  the IMF Mission on Euro-Area Policies, June 7, 2010

Reform of  Eurozone Governance

• How to rewrite the Stability and Growth Pact?
A li d di d• A common monetary policy needs a coordinated 
fiscal and financial policy in zone
– More country-specific
– Tackle macroeconomic imbalances
– Allow for European fiscal stance
– Have stronger enforcement mechanisms
– Have crisis resolution chapter
– Accompany financial supervision reform
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Reform of  Maastricht Criteria?

• Link of  Maastricht criteria with SGP
• C it i h ld• Criteria should
– Promote stability and growth in candidates
– Ensure new members do not destabilize zone

• Substantive criteria are sensible
• Importance of  containing booms
• Sustainability of  achievement is vital
• Switch from inflation to exchange rate targeting in 

ERM2 makes little sense


